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Gamipe^ AncKo'OWJs

California Olioes

CKicken Gumbo

Filet of Sole, Tartare Sauce

Saute of Ckiclcen Lwers, MusKroom^

T^oast Prime Ribs of Beef au cJus

Hawaiian Pineapple Fritters

Snowflake Potatoes Brussels Sprouts

Hearts of Lettuce

Loganberry T^ie

San Francisco Ice Cream, Nabisco Wafers

Anrerican GKeese

Fruit

After Dinner Mints

Cafe Noir„

SPECIAL FROM THE GRILL, 16 MINUTES

Sirloin Steak witk Onions



On Board S. S. MATSONIA. Thursday. February 14\ 1929

En Route San Francisco to Honolulu

®
HORS D'OEUVRES

TvtacGclomc Fruit Parfalt Canape AncKocies

Sweet Pickles California Ripe and Green Oliues 1?earl Onions

Salted Nuts Celci-y cn Brnncli

SOUP
CKicken Gumbo Consomme: Hot or Cold

FISH

Filet of Sole, Tartare Sauce

EOILED

Smoked Brisket of Beef witK Kale

ENTREES

Saute of CKicken Lwers witK FresK MusKrooms

Hawaiian Pineapple Fritters, Sauce Natural

ROAST
Tame Duckling witK Dressing

Prime T^ibs of Beef au eJus

VEGETABLES

Snowflake Potatoes Englisk Baked Brown Potatoes Masked Pumpkin

Hawaiian ‘Poi Brussels Sprouts Steamed Rice

Hot Biscuits

SALAD
%Si?cddorr Hearts of Lettuce

DESSERT

Steamed Fruit Pudding, Strawberry- Sauce

Loganberry Pie Assotrted Cakes and Pastry Raspberry Jello, Cream

San Francisco Ice Creanx, Nabisco Wafers

CHEESE

American Prie Swiss (gorgoi-izola Neufckatel

Bent’s Crackers

Fruit in Season

Smyrna Dates Assorted T^uts Layer Raisins Candied Figs

After Pinner "Mints Frenck Gandies

Cafe Noir

MAY WE

AFTER DINNER COFFEE SERVED IN SMOKING ROOM OR VERANDA CAFE

ASK YOUR CO-OPERATION IN OBSERVING THE RULE THAT THERE BE NO SMOKING
IN THE DINING ROOM? THANK YOU.
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311 E. Seminary St.
Wheaton, 111.
March 17, 1929.

Dearest leather:

-

I received your splendid letter form Hawaii which had the usual
effect upon me that is it thrills me and gives me encouragement "but

it also arouses a great desire within me to want to leave and be with
you besides making me homesick, however, no matter hov/ badly it makes
me feel you know as well as I do that I wouldn’t do without your
letters for anything.

I surely was glad to hear that you had a fine voyage and that
mother was etting along so nicely. I suppose that by this time she

is all well'and strong again for which we can all be very thankful
for. However, from Howard’s letter w hich I received I would take it
that he didn’t have such a fine time on the boat, although he said

in his letter that he v^as having a fine time. I draw my conclusion
from the fact that he says that he was sitting in a steamer chair.
T'fHoward was sitting in a steamer chair there surely wasn’t much
doing on board and unless Howard is doing something he usually
isn’t having a very good time. I haven’t had Logic in school yet but
I think that is pretty good logic.

I suppose that by this time you have hear^. of the new stamps
which they put out here about half a month ago. The George Kogers
Clark stamps which are supposed to be the prettiest stamp that the
United States has ever put out .Well whether youi have heard of them
or not you need not worry about getting enotigh of them because I

was able to lay in a sufficient supply of them^for us all. I tried
ever so hard to get some of the Hawaii and Mol^ Pitcher stamps which
you asked me to get but I couldn’t get any in Cplcago or from
Washington either. However, the few which you jent me I will use on #
this letter and s^nd you some of the nev; stamM later on. There are
only five million of these new stamps to be ir| circulation. Iwent into
uhlcago to try apd get some because they weren’t going to have any
at all out here in Wheaton. There were five stamp windows open at the
time and three of them said they were all out of them as they v/ere

only given a certain amount each day. At the other two they told me
that they were only allowed to sell five to each person so I got ten
and then Livingstone who was with me at the time went to one of the
windows and got be five more. Thenext time I was in Chicago which was
just a few days later I tried again and this time I was lucky enough
to have the fellow at the window tell me that he would let me have
more than five if I would take a v;hole sheet of them which would be
fifty so you can be sure I jumped at my chance; and took the sheet of
them. Watch my letters from now on and be sure to save the stamps.
The clerk down here in Wheaton has offered to inform me every time
there are to be some new stamps issued since he hears about It through *

the government paper. In this \vay I will be able to get some or all
the new stamps that come out and keep you up to date with the
United States sta:nps at leat. Well guess th^ t is enough about stamps
for one time.

By the time you receive this letter you will probably have seen
Livingstone in person so that you will know that we had a fine visit
together even though it was only a short one. We had quite an interest-
ing time together while he was here as nearly all the time we were
trying to find out v/hether or not he was reall7 to go to Korea or to
return to Princeton.

Eather, there is one thing that I have been wondering about ever-
since you sent it to me and unless you have any objections I would
like to have an explanation. What I want to know is just why did you
send me that Korean costum . The only way I could figure it out was

that you didn’ t have room for it when you were packing and thought



V that I would be able to find some use for it. Or course I am glad to
have it but I couldn’t explain the reason for your sending it to me
and then not hearing a single or word about your having sent it to me.
I surely do thank you for the Korean candy which you sent me at the
same time. It was enjoyed by many and we were all grieved greatly
when it dissappeared. Leslie Lofdahl liked it more than any of the
others and I always have liked it better than the other kinds although
I liked all of the Korean candles being such a loyal Korean. How did
you happen to have such a large amount of it in California do some of
the Koreans make it there? I don’t knov? v/hether you did it purposely
or not but I was also glad to get the dollar stamp which you had on
the package. I wish you would send me some "Ami*' sometime as I would
like the fellows here to try some of it.

I am glad to k

April 21,1929.
The above is a letter which I began and did not finish because

I was unable tofinish when I had intended to. I will continue on
now and finish this time although this letter will probably become
quite lengthy as I have so much to tell you about, but I guess
you won’t mind receiving a long letter.

There is one other thing which I would like to know of some
while back before I get started, and that is did my night letter which
I sent to your first boat the night before you were to sail but
which boat you didn’t take ever get to you? If not I wonder what ever
happened to it?

On March the twenty sixti^ coach Issued the call for the first
baseball practice. I had decided that I needed jsome exercise but at
the same time I remembered that the doctors hacj told me not to take
any exercise that would be too strenuous. I hacj thought the matter
all through and figured that baseball would Just fill the bill as
it would be good exercise and yet not to strenuous and besides
would help' to keep me out of tennis which I was advised against.
Well I went out for baseball to see what I could do but I had been
out only about fifteen minutes when a high fly which I lost in the
brilliant sun caught me on the end of my midale finger on my right
hand, I didn’t think much of it untlll I pulled my hand out of my
glove and found it all bloody. It didn’t hurt at all but I noticed
that I had pulled the finger nail out at the back but still left it
fastened in front so that my nail was sticking up in the air at
about a thirty degree angle. It looked terrible so I concluded after
seeing coach about it that I had better go down to a doctor, which I

proceeded to do. When I got down to the Doctor’s it began to hurt quite
a bit. I had heard quite a few things about this docto r that
didn’t exactly please me but he was the only one in and it didn’t
look like it would take much to fix me up so in the case of immergency
I let him fix it up. He cliped part of the ringer nail at the back
and then took two x-ray pictures of it, I went down the next day and
he dressed it again and told me that the pictures hadn’t been
developed yet and that unless my bandages got real dirty I didn’t
need to come back the next day. The next day, however, he sent me
a notice at the college telling me to come down that noon that it was
Important. I went down and after taking another picture he told me
that I had broken my ringer right near the tip Just in front of the
Joint and that due to the condition of the nail it would require an
operation to remove the nail before the finger could be set. He wanted
to do it that afternoon but I had had dinner so then He wanted to
do it the next noon. I kept trying to stall for time in order to think.
I wasn’t sure that l wanted to let him operate on me and so I told
him that I would like to get in touch with my Uncle first as I didn’t
want all the responsibility to rest on my decision. He thought that
all I wanted wa*s Just to get permissiom to go ahead with the operation
and so he orrered to write a night letter for me to Uncle Kob and so



in order to please him I let him word it for me durind which time I
was talking with Swede who had gone down with me. j?‘rom the way he
worded it one could easily see that he was just trying to get the
job. As soon as I left I came home and with aid of his wording for
an explanation pf what had happened I wrote one of my own to Uncle
Kob in which I made it clear to him that I wasn^t sure whether to
risk him or go into Chicago. Then I went and talked it over with
Olivette and others for advice. Uncle Kob couldnH have sent me
a better answer to agree with what I had decided was the best thing
to do. I had decided from what others told me about the doctor that
I was going to Chicago but I didn't exactly know the right way in
which to get my case out of the local doctors hands. When Uncle Rob's
telegram came it was all settled because all that was necessary was
for me to show him the telegram and what else could he do but let
me go since he understood that Uncle Kob was my guardian.

That noon,i?'riday March 29 th, through Olivette I had found out
who the Board representative at the Chicago Presbyterian Hospital
was and had called him up and told him all about my case and that I
would rather have it done there than out here. He told me to come in
that afternoon and register as one of his patients. After being
dismisses by the local doctor I went right in to Chicago, Alien Clark
who had come out the day before for the Glee Club concert went in
with me.

I hope this won't prove to uninteresting to you if I relate the
story in somewhat minute details because otherwise I am afraid it
will be rather difficult to tell as the way I relating it is just
the way it is in my mind.

Arriving at the hospital I went up to the
and told thenj that I was to register as one of
They sent me down the hall to the room clerk's
proceeded to ask me all of ray life history but/
didn't ask me wJuy I had come. Finally he askec^ me whether I wanted
to be put in a room or a ten bed ward. I hardly knew what he meant
at first because I had expected to have my operation that afternoon
and leave but I finally realized that it had to be one or the other
so I told him a ward was all right. After ringing a bell he turned
me over to the man who answered it. He led me around the comer/ to
a window where a woman handed me a slip and said, *'Twenty eight
dollars please.” I looked a her for a minute and then at Allen but
not knowing what else to do I proceeded to give her nearly all I
had. Then the man took me up to the fourth floor wherehe turned me
over to a nurse. She took me into the ward and told me to get to bed.
Again not knowing anything else to do I proceededto get there. After
being in bed for a little while, during which time Allen and I were
trying to figure out just what had happened and why and what might
happen next, a young fellow appeared who proceeded to ask me all
kinds of questions about my physical condition in years past and
then he examined me to determine for himself what my physical
condition at that time was but never once did he ask me why I was
there nor did he even notice my finger, which puzzled me very much.
I guess he must have noticed my puzzled look because he said that
probably I was wondering why he asked me all these/ question that
seemingly had no bearing upon my finger but he went on to say that
he was Dr. Sheaff^s intern and that he was asking me these questions
so that they would know my condition in case I had to have an operation
and that the surgeon would be along shortly to look at just my finger.
That relieved me quit a bit because it showed me that they had me
numbered from the beginning and knew why I was there since he told
me when I hadn'tt.told any one yet.

After some time the surgeon came and looked at It and I expected
to be rushed right off to the operating room but he merely called the

information bureau
Dr. Sheaff's patients,
office. Here he
to my surprise he



nurse and told her to keep hot compreses on it. All the rest of that
day and all baturday morning I was fearfully expecting to be wheeled
off to he operating room but they passed me by every time. That
afternoon, however, the surgeon came to see me. He said he wanted
to wash it off as there was some blood on it and so he very genily
began to do so, suddenly he gave my finger a quick snap up and held
it there while he rapidly put a splint on. It came so suddenly that
I didn*t fully realize what had happened but I jumped from the pain
as though I had been shot but he couldn’t have done it any better.
After it was all wrapped up he told me that I could go home
that I didn’t need to worry about an operation. I went back a week
later to have it redressed and the intern who looked at it told me
to soak it in hot water freguently throughout the week and come in
the next Saturday that it showed signs of infection and might require
an operation. A week seemed like an awfully long time to wait if it
was becoming infected so I went in Monday to see Dr Sheaff at his
office and he told me that it showed signs all right but that it
needed to be soaked for awhile as I had been told and that he had
been told by the intern about it and for me to come in Saturday and
he would tend to it. I went in baturday, which was a week ago
yesterday, and he treated it for about three hours and then he
took a knife and cut around some without taking the trouble to
give me anything. It hurt plenty but it really wasn’t enough to
make a real operation out of it. After he had f,inished his slicing
he treated it some more and then bandaged it ua and told me that it
would merely be a matter of time until it woulc be all right again.
He said it would be four weeks until I would b^ able to use it at
all and be able to take the bandage off and th; t it would probably
be about four months before it would be absolu ely free from pain
which would be caused by a change in the weath :r.

It seems to/be coming along all right except that I do find
that a change weather effects it.

I have been having to get along with the juse of one hand auid

am now becoming (quite efficient. It looks as though I am going
to become even more left handed than I was before. All of Mother’s
labors and time -which she spent in trying to break me of writing
left handed are being undone for I am now forced to write left
handed or not at all. I am not very good at it yet but I am
improving. However, I think the result will be that I will become
ampidexterous in writing rather than reverting back to Just my left
hand. The only trouble is that I tire so easily a present. This
typing is quite difficult with one hand when you are used to using
two.

The place where it has inconvenienced me most is in school. I

couldn’t write fast enough or well enough to do anything and the
result was that I got behind in nearly all of my subjects. I had
planned on going out to Nebraska with Swede for the Spring vacation
but I had to go into the hospital on Saturday and then I figured
that I had probably better stay here and try do some studying .

I figured that I could write two term papers on the typewriter
during vacation and then the time that I had planned on spending
on them I could do ray other work then by which time my finger ought
to be well enough or else I will have developed my left hand writing
sufricientlji. I got behind on my Physics experiments. I have four of
those to make up but the Prof, said that he wouldn’t mark them late
but for me to get them in just as soon as I was able to. I would do
them on the typewriter if I could but it can’t be done very well.
In American History Prof. McLeod had several short written lessons
during the last week of school before vacation but he excused me
from them at the time and then the first day of vacation he called
me in and let me take as long as necessary to write them out ^iith my



left hand so that l am not behind in that. In' European History we
had no written work so that I am not behind in that. In Literature
Miss Downey has given me the vacation to prepare and then I am to
take the one test orally. She gave me a long time to prepare becausse
she said she felt an oral exam alone was more difficult than a
written one. She also extended my time for the paper which we are
to write. They have all been very kind and considerateof me for
which I am very grateful and I will try to show my appreciation by
doing prompt and good work for them. It just means that from now
until the end of school I am going to have to work terribly hard and
I am going to have to pound away on the typewriter doing all the
written work I can and that they will let me do at home on it in
order to keep from getting hoplessly behind. The vacation came along
Just at the right time to help me out.

Well father it seems as though it has to be the very one that
I leat wanted to be the worst one and that is French. I was beginning
to get a little discouraged over it before my accident and so I

wrote to Jim for advice and encouragement and he sent me a v/onderf/ul
letter which braced me up again and I w^s determined to fight it out
to the end of the year. But then I broke my finger and was unable to

write and she had planned for an exam for every day of the t

last two weeks before vacation so that I am now eight exams behind.
Really father I hate to tell you for fear you' w)ill think that I am
a quitter or that I let it go by too easily butJ I don’t know of
anything else to do but to drop it for this seiaester and spend the
time trying to make up my other workl I don’t aee how I can possibly
pull through for this semester because I won’.tlbe able to write for
two weeks yet and by then I will have so much ljo do and it will then
be almost time for the final exams. I hate to irite this to you
because I hate to disappoint you after all you| encouragement and
advice on the ma^^ter through out this year, but absolutely, I can’t
see anything better to do o r in fact any oth6|r way out of it. I am
going in to talq it over with my teacher Tuesc3py when school begins
again and see what she has to say about it. Ur^Less she can convince
me that there is still some hope and that it will not merely
be a waste o f time which I will need so much I have decided that
the only thing to do is to drop it and make Itl some time later on
perhaps in summer school. I sure do wish that I knew how you would
feel about it. I would so hate to think that Ij was doing what you
would think wasn’t the right thing but as there is know way of
knowing your opinion I guess I will have to go^ ahead as best I know
how. I wish I could explain to you how I feel about the matter but
I don’t just know how except that I want to keep from disappointing
you.

Now to switch off to something entirely different. Betty Moffett
has come to Chicago after returning from Hawaii to enter a business
school. She will be here for about three months. I have been in to
see her twice and I had her out here for the band concert just
before vacation. Betty told me all about seeing' you in Honolulu and
about the fine time that the boys were having.

I got into a little trouble here with the College over my tuition
and it doesn’t seem to be settledyet. I applied at the Beginning
of the year for a missionary rebate and the Treasurer told me that
the application that I filled out last year would be all right
later on he told me that he had no business to say so and that I
would have to fill one out well it just went on and something seemed
to go wrong every time and it wasn’t settled, ihen the Trustees passed
a rule that all bills had to be settled before April first or the
student would be dropped from classes. I wasn’t able to get it fixed
up enough and so was out of school for two days. It made me so mad
to think that I haa to suffer because tof something that wasn’ t my



fault. Well I was finally able to get it settled up enough so that
they would let me back into my classes but Mr. Weaver said that he
would have take it up with the faculty and figure it all out before
he could come to a final decision and that he would send me a
notice later on. I don’t know how it is going to come out but I am
beginning to fear that he is going to get hard about it and refuse
to grant me the rebate which I am entitled to and for which I have
been fighting all year. But if he says no I guess there will be
nothing else to do but to submit.

The regular tuition at the college is seventy five dollars a
semester and then there is ten dollars for athletic fees and an
infirmary fee of two dollars and then if you take a laborltory
course there is an extra charge for that which is never more than
five dollars. There are two semesters in a college year. The two
bills that I received this year at the beginning of each semester
for me to paywere;- First Semester $87. bO) ®ivq nn

Second Semester $91. bO/ f ir9.00

In case I don’t get any rebate I will have to pay that whole
amount but if I am allowed my rebatel will have $75.00 deducted
from that which will mean that I will have to pay$10ft.00 for this
year. I think that is sufficiently clear for you to understand and
you can take which ever figure you want to as the final according
to the way you think the final settlement will come out. You have
as much of an idea as I have as to the final result because I really
don’t know.

I pay four dollars a week or sixteen dollars a month here for
my roon. I have been paying it by the month because it works out a
little to my favor in the end.

I think that that is all the questions th£ t you asked me in your
last letter which was written from the boat shortly before your
arrival in Kobe. Olivette told me that she had had a letter from
her mother telling about your arrival there and that the Koreans had
given you a trertfendous reception.

*

Yes father, I am planning on summer schooj. but unless I have to
take French or unless I can’t get what I want to I want to take
the whole year of my sophomore Physics this summer and get it over
with so that I will have my lab course which requires extra hours o
out of the v/ay.I think I have figured things out pretty well and if
everything goes through all right I ought to have about as good a
college course as can be had except for the sciences which will
have be satisfied with two years of Physics and One year of
Astronomy which they call a science.

Father, is there going to be a vacancy in the teaching stall
of the foreign school three years from this fall so that I can
come out and teach for one year?

I think this letter is long enough now to have bored you and put
you to sleep so I will close and let what little news there may be
go until next Sunday.

I hope you are all well and glad to get back to Pyeng Yang. If
you are as glad to get back as I would be you sure are overjoyed.

By the way father, in years past I have been most awfully
neglected in not receiving the ”Kum and G-o*' the quarterly school
paper and also the annual '*THe Kulsi". I sent A dollar to Kenneth
s^mith for the annual this year but won’t you see to it that I have
a standing subscription to these two publications because I do so
like to have the news of what is going on in thfe school.

Lots and lots of love to each and every one of you and please
don’t forget to remember me to any of the servants who may know
me and I know them and above all special remembrances to Won Si.

As ever your most affectionate son.



311 E. bemlnary St.
Wheaton, 111 .

May 12, 1929.

Ueareat Father:
Well Father 1 surely have been kept busy the last two weeks. I have

also been going through some very discouraging times in which I have
bad to fight to keep myself from becoming indifferent and even to keep
from quitting all together. I wrote and told you that I broken my
finger when I went out for baseball and also that due to that I had not
been able to write and so had gotten terribly behind in my studies.
Although! I still have to keep my finger bound up I was able to take
the splint off about two weeks ago so that I am now able to write pretty
weiland so I started in on my big task of trying to make up all of
my work. The discouraging part of it all is that after having my
teachers all give me such encouragement and telling me not to worry
but to get the work in just as soon as I could they all seemen to
Jake a dlfierent attitude when the end of the six weeks drew near and
tell me that unless I had my work all in I would have to take a sixty
five for my grade which means that when it is finally made up I can
only got an eighty at the best. Then Prof Taylor went even farther
and told mp that if my grade went in as a sixty five it would remain
that way and couldn’t be made changed. Well evidently several of
my grades went in as sixty fives as it was an absolute impossibility
for me to get my work made up by then, I am going to have a hard enoughtime as it is to get it all made up by the end of school,. The reason
I know that some of my grades went in as incompletes is because on
Friday I got a blue slip which read as follows:- '' As perhaps you areaware, you failed to pass in ten hours the second six weeks of the
semester. This is sufficient ground for dropping you from the College.
At a meeting of the faculty it was voted to permit you to complete
the year, with sufficient understanding that you must drop all
extra-curricular activities. If you are not willing to abide by this
order it will be necessary to drop you from the student roll. It is
apparent that you need all of your time for your studies and it is
therefore absolutely essential that you give all of your thought
and attention toyour lessons. As you know, a student is not eligible
to register for the following year unless he has passed in at least
ten hours the previous semester. Your registration in the fall is
therefore conditioned by your record for this semester." I got so
mad after reading the slip that I really felt like quitting. I finally
decided that I would stay here and finish the year out and try to get
as many hours of credit as I could and then maybe in the mean time
things might change so that everything would come out all right
alter all in the end. All of my courses haven't been so bad this
year. They haven't been anything to go crazy with excitement over
except for one and that has been ray United states History course.
I ieel that the whole year has been worth while simply to be able to
take that course under the Professor I havej/ii^^ had. I am simply
wild about him. The course is very good in itself but then to have
him teaching it has just made the course an excellant one. His
Method of teaching is so good and the he knows his subject so
noroughly and then he seems to be so Interested in the subject
mself that you just can't help but be interested. He spends every

Saturtay morning in the library looking up extra things from other booksabout our lessons so that he can give us other points of interest
that are noj given in our text book. He surely is a wonderful teacherand I have been able to strike up quit a friendship with him this
year. I don t know just what it is but he just thrills me and it is
always a pleasure to go to his class. I surely am thankful that I

^ going to be here

b. toS*
““ ““ »>“



Of course you remember Leslie LofOahl, the big tall fellow in the

next room to me here. I have been talking to him ror some time and he

has decided that he would like to go to the foreign feild as a medical

missionary, and also that he would like to go to Korea preferably if

possible. He went in to the Board rooms in Chicago and had a talk with
Br. Bible and then he wrote to Ur. Hardy in New York, I believe that
the right name. Dr. Hardy sent him a blank to fill out and also some

folders. However there are some other things which have come up in
our conversations about which I told Leslie I would write to you. Of

course I really haven't much rfeght to be making suggestions but at

the time I did make a suggestion which seemed to strike his fancy and

as I didn't know much about the possibilities or even whether we had

any right to think that it might work I told him that I would write to

you about it and that then maybe you could help him out along all lines

The thing is thatLeslie has been working his way through school and it

has been pretty hard on him and he has now gotten to a place where he

feels that he would like to be able to stay out for awhile after he

finishes college before going on to medical school. There are several

reasons for his wanting to do this. He is going to get married this

summer. He would for financial resons like to put it off for a year

or so but out of due consideration for her in the circumstances in

which she is he reels that he can't put it off any longer. Then he is

going to try to finish college next year which will make it pretty

hard for him to keep up financially. He says that he thinks that by

the end of the year he will feel like letting school go for awhile
and also that he will probably have to let medical school go for awhile

in order to raise a little funds in order to finance it when he does go

However he argues further with himself like this;:He is twenty four

years old now and if he stays out too many years and then has to learn
the languague alter getting to the field he will be pretty old before
he really settles down to his work. Now then this is what I suggested
for him: j;'or him to finish his college course next year and then go
out to Pyeng Yang and teach in the foreign school there for a term of

three or five years as he finally decides, of course granting that
he can get a teachers Job in the school. He could teach any science
and also could teach hl>story. He is getting a B. S. degree here and

also has enough hours for a major in History. Then his wife could

fit in the music department as she has graduated from the Bush
ConseiT/'atory of music in Chicago and has been teaching both piano

and pipe organ for the last two years. While out there teaching he

could learn the languag-ie and then after his term return and take

up his medical course. Of course while out there he might become
interested in some other phase of the work and step right in without
having to return to the States.

The main trouble with him now is that he lacks the finances to

go straight on with his schooling. I hope I have been able to make

the case sufficiently clear to you so that you will be able to give
him some advice and suggestions. I know he would appreciate^ it

greatly if you would write him a letter. He isn' t Just sure where
he will be so I am afraid you won' t be able to write him direct but
he and I are going to keep in touch with each other so that you can

send the letter to me and then I will see to it that it gets to him.

I hope this isn' t asking to much of you

^ 7̂
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311 E. Seminary St.
Wheaton, 111.
July 28, 1929.

Dear Father;

-

I have Just had my typewrltter overhauled and cleaned up so that
It ought to run like a clock. I really haven’t been able to use it
much since I broke my finger and since my year of guarentee was nearly
up I thought that I had better have It done before my guarentee was
void. You see I got a years guarentee with the typewriter and although
that doesn’t mean that I get Just any kind of work done for nothing
it does mean that I do get a lot of consideration , I had it cleaned
and oiled which ordinarily is a five dollar Job and they charged me
three dollars then besides that I had some other things done to it
but they were all covered by my guarentee. It seems to have done It
quite a bit of good because it is working Just fine and I can write
right along except that my fingers are a little clumsy from a lack of
practice but it seems to be coming back to me a little.

Well Father, we have finished six weeks of summer school and there
are only two more leftand then I will be going to Madison again to
have five weeks of real rest and fun in the hopes of being able to get
in fine shape to start in on what I hope will be my best year of
College.

There hasn’t been so much going on here except for the fact that I

go to school and receit and then study with sleeping and eating on
the side. The two history courses which I have been taking have been
Immensely interesting. In Pre-Christian Era we have been studying two
text book: The Beginnings of Christianity by George P. Fisher and
Between the Testaments by Charles M. Grant. Both books have been very
interesting and I have been geting a part of Church History which I

knew very little about if I knew any. We have been taking up a study
of the Pagan religions of the time Just before Christ and that is
something I didn’t know about but knew that I should know so I am
very glad to get it now. I had to give an hour report on the Stoics.
We have been taking up the various religions and the philosophers and
studying where they had beliefs similar and where different to Chrlstla^ty
and how there teachings prepared the people for the Christian religion.
The main idea of the whole course has been to take the verse: "And
in the fullness of time God brought forth His Son." and to see Just how
this was the fullness of time and how God over ruled in preparing it
to make it the fullness of time. It surely has been e splendid and
Interesting course to study. In my other course which goes by the name
Christian Era we have been doing some very interesting study. First
we took up the Harmony of

.
the Gospels and went through it ticking out

in particular the universal teachings of Christianity and then noting
any other passages of note. After going through the Gospels we took
up Acts to notice and find out what the Apostles taught and enphaslzed
in their early teachings. We have also taken up all of the other books
of the New Testament. We have usually been having one person in particular
lead the discussion and the rest add anything else that they have noticed.
I was responsible for the books from James to Jude. Now that we have
taken up the books of the New Testament we are going to spend the remaining
two weeks in looking through Church Histories looking over the first three
centuries of the Christian era and make a careful study of their life and
problems. Inorder to get a better and more thorough study of these years
the Professorhas assigned each of us special topics which we are to
look up and ^e prepared to lead the discussion on the appointed day.
My two topics are the Sacraments and the Philosophers forand against
Christianity in the first three centuries. I ought to know the early
history of the Chuch pretty well when I get through with these cojarses.
Of course Physics lecture and lab is always the same in all cases so
that it needs no explanation and that gives you a complete discription



and Idea of what I think of my whole Summer School course. I am really

very glad that I have gone to school this summer.
v,. t

Father, they ran a summer school tournament here in tennis which I

entered in oreder to get some exercise which I needed to get as I had

been spending most my time in study due to my hard schedule* I wasn t

going to enter at all because I felt that I couldn’t spare the time but

my landladiefes daughter, as I found out, is very interested in tennis

even though she is not a particularly good player and so I decided that

I would take her as my partner and enter the mixed doubles in order to

get her into the tournament which would be good practice her and

she was a little afraid to enter otherwise. Then since I had entered I

decided that I might just as well go a little further and do pother
good turn so I took Paul DeCamp as my partner in the boys doubles, he

was having a hard time finding a partner since he Isn t a very good

player either. I really hadn’ t intended to enter and after entering I

didn’t expect to get very far since I was out of practice and neither

of my partners were very good but I felt that at least I would get some

needed exercise and have a lot of fun playing my favorite game* Well

after getting into the tournament I was playing such a fast net game

that in spite of my partners I was able to pull throxAgh with some

victories and there was where my battle came because I had been indifferent

when I entered but now that I was having such sucess I had to fight

to keep myself from caring too much and wishing that I had taken some

better partners and I had to fight to keep from finding fault with my

partners. Well I succeeded in keeping myself under control and to

satisfiy my self with defeat when it came but at Least I feel quite

proud of myself because I was able to get into the semi-finals in both

the doubles matches before defeated and then we were downed only after

a tremendous fight. In the boys doubles we defeated one of the college s

tennis teams doubles combination. In the semi-finals we lost by the score

of 4-6 10-8 6-4. In the mixed doubles we lost by o-l 1-6 6-4. Of course

I would liked to have won but then I have no kick coming and I at leafct

got some good practice in control/5ing myself and my own desires out of

the tournament. ^ 4.

By the way do you remember just before you left me last Christmas

after in September having fitted me out with two new suits you told me

to wait xintil spring and then get me a good dark suit for a dress suit.

Well since I didn’t particularly need it I waited until I was

find a good opportunity or bargain which ever you it..

I

was just about to get it at a Chicago store when a salesm^
came and showed me the special offer which his firm was offering. I am

getting my dark blue suit with an extra pair of pants for forty nine

dollars ant then the special part of the order is that they give you

another suit extra. So I am getting two suits with extra pants to each

for the price of the one.for nine and forty dollars. I placed my order

with themai quite a while ago but due to a little trouble they failed to

fill my order and so I wrote to them and then went in to see them about

it. I was in to see them just a couple of days ago and due to the delay

which they caused me which didn’t bother me at all in fact was perfectly

all right as far as I was concerned, but then they didn t know it, they

made their offer even better in order to keep me e satlsfiedcustomer.

They let me change and pick out my suits from the new fall lime of

ssunples without a change of price which there should have been. The

suits are to be here this coming Saturday.
x* -n a

At present I am terribly eKcited over the outcome of the Davis

Cup tennis matches the resultes of which I haven't been able to find

out yet but I am hoping for the best.
Father I am becoming very Interested in a sales Job here and think

that I will start in studying it so that next summer and my senior year

if I want to I can take the job. I just happened to strike up an

acquaitance with the manager of the store by meeting him on the



tennis court. llVe got started talking and I became interested in his
line of sales tlk Just to see how he would combat the arguements of
his opponents and as a result of it I became interested in his product
and in the possibilities of his sale. It requires some study and a
little sham practice before you can really start out as ayi salesman*
He was telling me all of the discouragements about it but of course
they wouldn^t strike me quite so hard as it would some fellows. He
said that when you first start out that you may go even as long as a
month before getting your first sale and that this fact often discour-
ages many of them when they are dependent upon this Job for a living
but if you get past that stage and are really working you are all right.
If y4)u are really working and show good prospects the company will
pull you through the starting stage but often they are not willing to
help you through this stage because you don*t show the prospects. In
my case this first month wouldn’t be so discouraging for me since I
wouldn’t be absolutely dependent upon the Job for a living. The Job is
selling Kelvinator electrical refrigerators and they give the salesman
a ten percent commission on each sale which means that you can hardly
make less than fifty dollars at a sale and the prospects around
Wheaton look very promising. It has really struck my fancy quite well
and unless you have any strong objections to my starting I think I
will start learning my sales line this fall and then when ever I want
to after thatti can start in on my work and then if after learning
my sales talk and the procedure I decide that I don’t want to go on
any farther with it I can stop and there is nothing lost and I am
not bound by any contract.

I have written this sheet today in August just to finish up the
letter that I had started some time ago and am enclosing to you.

i

'A



MafilBon, Ind.
Aug. 16, 1929.

Dear Father:

-

What better day could I choose In August to write to you than
on Howard's birthday. I have been thinking of him a number of times
today and I hope that he has had a fine time on this his twelfth hi
birthday. I wish I might be there to help him celebrate, but since
I can't I will help him celebrate by thinking of him and wishing him

many happy returns of the day.
Father you will find enclosed with this letter the hardest thing

I have to contend with and my greatest fault in writing to you. So

often I start a letter to you and get so far and then either have to

leave it or do for some other reason thinking that I will come back
to it soon and finish it and Instead I let it go and put it away some

where and never think bf it until long after the time it is dated.

These two letters I found when I was going over my things in packing

up to leave for Madison. Some of the news is old even to you but

there are parts that I think you will be Interested in and so I am

enclosing them both to you with this letter.
Well Father, the eight weeks of summer school are over and I am

now down here in Madison resting up and trying to get in shape for

school this fall. I surely am glad that I went to summer school

although at tMes I got terribly tired of it and it seemed to go

terribly slow. However , there were lots of nice things and some

things and experiences which I am very thankful for. As I wrote you

once the schedule I was carrying was plenty hard but I made up my

mind that if I possibly could I was going to carry it and get the best

of it. It was a good lesson to me and made me really get down and

work. The last week of school I had to work terribly hard and got very

little sleep. I averaged only three hours and a half of sllep the

last week but it was wehl worth it now that I have partly made it

up. In the Christian history I worked hard on my too speeches that

I had to make and was complimented for my excellance in both of them.

Just before the beginning of the last week I had figured out in my

own mind that my grades for the sununen term would be as follows;

Pre- Christian History. 85

Christian History. ~o~7~~Z7
— 85

Physics Lecture course.— 80/ .

^ ) The two combined.w<>*'*'--85»

Physics Lab course.----2^'-«d4r:. 90;

On Thursday the eigth I had three of my exams. In Pre-Christian

History I thought sure that all of my hope had been lost because it

was aterribly stiff exam and I didn't think I knew it at all but

after thinking a while I managed to think of some things but still

I didn't think I could get over an eighty but I guess I knew more

than I thought I did becaase I got an 87 on the exam which gave me

a 90 for the course.
The next exam was the Physics lecture. I was hoping to get an

85 in that so as to get a higher grade than' I had figured on. My

reason for this hope was that he had been giving us little tests

every Friday on that weeks work and my average for these tests was

86 and if I could make an 85 on the exam it would give me an 85

for the course, I had been counting on two questions of rules and

three problems and I had studied the rules the night before so as

to be sure to get those two questions and then on the exam he merely

gave us three out of five problems and no rules. Well I worked two

problems and part of the third but didn't have time enough to finish.

I knew that one of the problems was right but didn’t know about the

rest. I got my paper back and sure enough both of the problems were

right and the part that I had done on the other one was right so that



he gave me an 85 on the exam which gave me an 85 on the lecture course*
The next exam in Christian history was fine and didn’t even seem

to me to be very hard except for one question which was to mame the
Maccabees who had ruled and only those who had ruled and to name them
in order* Well I hadn’t studied that but made a stab at it and very
neatly got it entirely right getting an 89 on the exam and a 90 for
the course* So you see thus far I had just jumped up five points from
what I had previously figured out that I would get* I surely was feel-
ing great when I got back my three exams and found out how I was coming
out with my courses.

In the Physics lab course I had been taking it for two hours
credit while the other two fellows had been taki.ig it for only one
hour of credit* I had to do twenty eight experiments in the eight weeks
and they only did fourteen* It was doing these physics experiments
that was tha main thing that kept me so busy but I was really working
harder than I had to simply because I wanted to get a good grade. In
the first place I wanted to get a good grade to satisfy myself and you,
in the second place, I wanted to get a good grade because of my teacher,
and in the third place, even though I was doing more work than the
others I wented to get the highest grade of the three* In the final
exam in which she could ask me to do any one of the twenty eight
experiments which I had done I was able to come out with less of a

percent of error than when I had done it before so she gave me a

95 for my exam grade.We were allowed four percent error on our exper-
iments and I had gotten less than one percent of error on my exam
experiment. Then one of the other two fell os had had to do his twice
before he had been able to get it below four percent and he had gotten
a 90 and the other fellow had had a three and a half percent error
and gotten a grade of 95 • She had made up her mind that a 95 was to
be a top grade but when she gave the dellow a 95 for a three percent
error she decided that she had to change my grdde a so dhe gave me
a 98.

I had a little trouble with my experiments in having to some of

them over again in order to get them below the four percent and for
that reason I was unable to get them all finished before last Friday
when summer school was supposed to have been over. I had two left to

do on Friday and so with the permission of the teacher I stayed over
and did one on Saturday and finished the last one on Monday. My lowest
grade on my experiments was one 85 and I had one 98with 95s on four-

teem out of the twenty eight which when all averaged up gave me a

grade of 95 for the lab course and when averaged up with my lecture
course gave me a 90 for the five hours of Physics*

Therefore I took nine credit hours of work in summer school and

got three nineties for my final grades which has made me feil pretty
good and proud to send such a report to youfor acceptance. It surely

has been worth while for me to go to slimmer school this summer . I

left Wheaton Monday night and arrived here Tuesday moraing where I am

trying to get some good sleep and regular eating and in general get
rested up* In five weeks I will be back in Wheaton as a Junior and I

am hoping that I will be able to do some real good work in order to

make us all ftappy * I know the results of this summer have surely made
me tremendously happy .You can see from my grades that I did some real

work in school this summer and them another fact that shows it but w

which I am trying to overcome now and that is that I lost fourteen
pounds during sximmer school*

I surely am glad that I took the two history courses in Christian
history that I did because I know that I have gotten a great deal out

of them and I feel sure that I got more than if I had taken it during
the year because we got a lot more attention due to the smallness of

the class and then for the same reason we had to know each days lesson*

I believe that I can do better work in summer school than during the



school year because I am concentrating on Just a few subjects and not
a little each day on many,

I had an experience this summer in which I hardly Icnew what to do.

My Physics lab. teacher was a girl who had Just graduated from the

college this last June with a major in Math. I was taking second year
physics and she had only had first year in college.. She is a very
brilliant girl and so was a able to master the subject and was an

excellant teacher. I was really surprised when I found out that she

had only had on year of college physics. However, if she didn’t know

something she at least knew how to look it up in a book which is more

than many teachers can do, I surely enjoyed studying under her and we

had a lot of fun working over some of the problems, I struck up quite

a friendship with hwr and also got into the family somewhtt. They surely

are a fine family consisting of an older sister and their mother, Betty

is am/i excellant pipe organist and pianist and several times I spent

the evening down there at their place at her invitation listening to

her practice while I studied. She had fo\md out that I was very fond

on music. I had some very nice times with her but the trouble is that

I came to like her to well and if I may say so I couid very easily

have fallen in love with her and in fact I am afraid that I did to

some extent. I tried to put the idea out of my head and quit thinking

about it at all but it was hard for some reason when I saw her every

day in the lab and worked and talked with her as old time friends. I

hardly knew what to do or how to merely keep it a fine friendship. I

am hoping that I will learn from this experience and that I will for-

get all about my feelijgs towards her and make it a lasting friendship.

It isn’t that I am afraid to fall in love with some girl but in this

case I couldn’t and feel at all right about it since she is engaged
to another fellow. I think you understand even though I am not very

good at expressing ray thoughts on paper.
You know father, since your last visit I have felt a lot freer

and easier towards you which of course I should. Before there were a

always some subjects about which I had absolutely no desire and in

fact a fear of letting you know about or of discussing with you but

I don’t seem to have that feeling at all any more and consequently
I am tailing you of the above experience which I kiacw you will under-

stand and share with me as you always would have. 1 know that a year

or so ago I would have had a fear to tell you any such experience and

in fact I know that I have kept back Just such thoughts, experiences,

or problems due to a feeling towards you that you would either not be

Interested or would misunderstand me or think I was foolish. Why I had

such s feeling towards you I don' t know but at least I am glad to say

that I haven't that feeling or attitude any more.
One more thing and that is that when I knew she was engaged I found

myself wishing that she were not engaged. This thing love is sure a

terrible thing to contend with when it comes at the wrong time and

place but I suppose that I am the better for having had this experience.

I don' t Just know what there is for you to comment on from this exper-

ience which I have related but I would like very much to know what
your reations are to it.

Well I guess that is about all and then I think that I had better

quite and mail this or else it may become one like the enclosed letters.

Jim is also waiting for me to finish this so that we can godown town.

With Just lots and lots of love to you all.

Your affectionate son



Madison, Ind,
Aug, 24, 1929.

Dear Father:

-

I haven’t been doing so much since coming here except rest
and do as I pleased without thinking about school. I received my
report from the college of my summerschool work which merely
verified the report that I sent you in my last letter. Another
thing that I have found out since coming here. cJim sent you my
report for the last semester, I believe, and I can Iqjagine you
weren’t any too pleased with it. Three eighties, a seventy, an
Incomplete, and a dropped. This little bit of news may help to
clear some of the unsatisfactoryness. The incomplete in the
American History was all a mistake and I didn’t even know that
it was 6in incomplete until I received a copy of my report from
Jim, when I found out I immediately looked into the matter and
it is all straightened up now and my final grade in the course
is an eighty five. This will make my report look a lot better.
A year ago at this time I didn’t have a single hour of the
twenty required for a major and now just a year later I have
sixteen out of the twenty which is sure getting a major pretjy
fast but I guess they can’t say anything about it when my grades
so far in my major are pretty good. I have taken six courses
and ray grades are three nineties, an eighty five, and two eighties.

I haven’t decided definitely what I want to take this fall
but I will get out my catalog soon and try to figure it out as
nealry as possible and then have two courses to fall back on as
imergency. From what little thought I have given it will be
something like thls:-

FIRST SEMESTER. SECOND SEMESTER.
Astronomy -3 hrs. Astonomy -3 hrs

.

Psycology -3 Hrs. Physics— -5 hrs.
Old Testament Introduct• New Testamentintroduct-

ion Bible -3 hrs. ion-—Bible -3 hrs.
Bible Theology--- -2 hrs. Bible Theology —2 hrs.
Recent History of U. S. -2 hrs. Recent Hlistory of U. S.-— 2 hrs.
Early Foreign Relations Early Foreign Relations

of the U. S. hrs.

hrs.

of the U. S

Total 15 Total— 17 hrs

.

Of course this is all tentative and whether they would allow m« to
take seventeen hours the second semester at all would depend upon
the grades I made the first semester.

We have bben having fine clear weather except that it has
been rather hot. Jim and I had our rackets restrung so thft we could
play some tennis and we just got them back last might. While we were
down town getting them a terrific thunderstonn came up which was
the first rain they had here in two weeks. Of course it was greatly
needed but now I suppose it will rain a lot since we have our rackets
and want to play. It is cloudj today so that it isn’t drying up
very fast.

The boys have been out to the boy scout camp since Monday. Uncle
Rob bought a new Ford but is rather timid about driving it so I have
been acting as his chauffeur. We took the boys out to the camp on
Monday and then we went out to see them 04 Thursday and now day
after tomarrow I will again drive Aunt Nellie and Uncle Rob out to
get them. I am getting a big kick out of being their chauffeurand
it gives me a chance to drive which you know young fellows get so
much pleasure doing.

I taught Mre Reed’s Sunday school elass last Sunday. I didn’t
exactly want to because I wasn’t able to find out what the lesson
was until just about ten minutes before class time but she wanted



me to do it just the same so I did the best I could. One thing that

was surely in my favor was that it had something to do with just

what I had been studying in one of my History courses in Summer

School so that it helped me to put into practice what I had learned^

Not having done so very much here this summer and not having

a recent letter from you to comment on and answer I am somewhat

at a lose as to what to write to you.
I suppose the mere fact that I have doubts on the subject

should tell me but I would like to ask youtwo questions and know

your thoughts and reactions on the subject. I have had them come

up several times and I have tried to form a final opinion on them

but in the second case I am afraid that I am trying to find some

way of doing it without feeling that I am doing wrong.

The first question Is,, Do ypu think it is all right to stay

home from chuch and listen to a sermon over the radio or do you

believe that it is necessary for a true Christian to go to church?

Before I can state the second question it needs some explanation

and introductJion.All the great singers and musicians and such

pomlnent people come to Chicago on Sunday to put on their program

because Chicago is thecnly city that will allow

programs of this sort on Sunday and so the great artists save

their Sunday’s only for Chicago, Now the question id, Do you

think it is wrong to go to these programs when that is the only

time one can here these artists in Chicago and their programs

are classical rather than popular although they are not sacred?

If you don't mind I want to ask you questions such as these

from time to time in my letters and | would like to have you answer

them forme so that I will know how you feel about them. Some of

them I may have already formed an opinion on and otoers I may not

be deeply concerned about forming an opinion about^ould just like

to know how you feel about it and still others may be real problems

to me. So/ I would like to have you answer them without my stating

before hand just what my ideas are about the subject.

Please pardon all the mistakes made above but I was thinking

so hard about how to state these paragraphs that I was careless in

in my typing.
I haven't felt much like writing you a letter this m orming

and that is probably the reason I haven't been able to write much

or in an interesting way but I felt that I ought to write and so

I decided that I was oing to write regardless of my feeling.

Hoping to write you again soon and to be able to write you a more

interesting bne.
..v, * t

Lots of love to you alland wishing with all my heart that I

might be with you.

Your affectionate son,

P. S. Dont forget to notice all the stamps on ray letters

when you have enough for you all please send me a few of each kind.

If there are any of those that you have been sending me that

want let me know and I will try to remember to look them over and

send you some. In case you don't know what a block of stamps is

that I have requested you to let me know whether you wanted them

or not I put a bloch of stamps on my last letter to you.

Love,
C. H. M.



221 East Union St.
Wheaton, 111.
Oct. 20, 1929.

Dearest Father:

-

I was wonderfully pleased to get you splendid letter of
Sept. 17th. I believe it is one of -the best letter I have ever
received from you. I imagine that one reason formy enjoying it
so much was because I hadn’t heard from you for some time and I

was somewhat anticipating a letter like that. Of course it
made feel terribly for a while due to the homesickness and the
63?eat desire to see you that your letters always bring but my',

bow I do enjoy them. You can't imagine how much it thrills me to
have you refer to something that I have written you and comment
On how pleased you are over certain things such as your comment
on my overcoming the difficulties arising from the summer school
tournament. I am also always glad when you call my attention to
mistakes which I may have made. Another thing, I surely do thank
you for answering my questions which I asked you. I knew I would
get some such reply as I got but you answered them so well and
so clearly with such good advice that it gave me a great thrill to
read them, in fact, so much so that I have read your letter over
several times. Oh well*. I can't express the feeling that I have
so I had better stop trying and tell you as you told me once
before that is the feeling that lies back of a gift or a letter
and not so much the gift or the words. I surely have plenty of
feeling when I think about the amount of joy I received from your
last letter.

I have given a great deal of though to one thing that you said
in your letter which has brought many things to my mind among them
some of the things you told me in Korea during our talks together
the last year I was home. The statement is this, don't expect
yiPtt-i^to see everything just as L do but I certainly will be delighted
to talk them over with you.

^

As I said before I was please greatly by your answers to my
^ueitions. They were temptations I assure you but I don't think I

was very much inclined to yield to them but I just wanted your
thoughts on the questions and your expressions regarding them so
as to help me definitely make up my mind as I knew I should and
also so that I would- have reasons thought out by two of us to help
me in combatting the temptations whenever they arose. I liked one
of your ideas regarding the Sunday concerts in Chicago and the was
as you said, the fact that Chicago was alone in having them on

Sunday shows that others think that they are wrong and that there
are others who believe in keeping the Sabbath differently.

It seems that I have helped you out several times or else you
have used me several times in your sermons. I will be able to say
atleast, if I don't do anything else that I given two good sermons
through. you. Although, I haven't heard either of the sermons to
which I refer I know that they were good from past experience
with your sermons. One thing that this has brought to ray mind is

the fact that we never know what is going to become of the things
we do or say, and it brought to my notice the fact that I must
be careful what I do of say. When I wrote you that letter of
course I had no idea that part of the letter would be used as it
was but just so can it be with any thing else we do or say. At
time we have no idea of the results in the future,Therefore, ray

lesson fom you letter is be careful in all things.



You mention in your letter for me to do everything I
possiblly can to help Jim to get down to some good work this year.
In my last letter I told you that I had written him several letters
urging him to study. I have continued to write him. Another thing
that I told you last time was that I hadn't heard from him since
leaving him in Madison, and the worst of it for me is that that
statement still hold true. I haven't had a single line from him
nor have I heard from anyone that has. I surely hope he isn't
treating you this way.

After seeing the sucess that the Summer School Tennis- Club
had we decide to organize on for the school year which we did
and we immediately started in on a fall tennis tournament. I
believe I told you allttle about it last time. In the singles I
went through to the finals only to be beaten out in the last
by Otto DeCamp. In the mixed doubles I didn't have a chance being
uefeated in the quarter finals. However, in the men's doubles
Otto and I paired up together and won without so very much diff-
iculty. So you see that in the men's tennis of the college
Korea rather holds the upper hand. They are going to give out
the cups in Chapel some time this week. It has always been a great
desire of mine to win something in tennis but I always been kept
from it. At last I have won a cup which I hope will only lead on
to a college letternext spring. I was afraid for awhile that I
was going to be kept from winning this due to a sore that developed
on my foot Just as the tournament began.

There are three things that I will have to attend to in the
near future which I had not counted on which are going to make it
a little more difficult for me to keep within my income this year.
First of all is that sore on my foot whlah I have just mentioned.
1 don't know what it is but is causing me plenty of trouble. At
first I thought it was ablister but it kept growing and getting yi

worse until I could hardly walk so I went to a doctor who treated
it for several days and then lanced it. After that it began to
heal up and it didn't bother me at all so that I was able to go
on and finish my tennis, for which I was thankful, but then just
about three days ago it started to grow out again and to get very
sore although I have been treating it and keeping it bandaged all
the time as the doctor told me to. I am afraid that I will have to
go into Chicago and have it tended to properly because I can't
have it go on this way. The second thing is that I am going to have
to see a dentist. I have been asking around to find out to whon I
had better go to have my work done. About a week ago one of my old
filling came out which which is the reason I will be visiting a
dentist. Mow the third thing is that Saturday while riding in a
car I got a cinder or something in my eye which I didn't seem to
be able to get out and it bothered me a good deal. However, I
believe that I got it out last night but today my eye has been
blurred, as it often is when you become sleepy, and it has been
running somewhat. I think that I will go to see a Chicago optitlon,
who has an office here, tomarrow afternoon.

I guess the old saying, "it never rains but it pours" is
pretty nearly true in my case. It seems as though everything had
to come at once. I will be getting a bill from the doctor here
for treating my foot but from present indications it looxs as
though I didn't get much for my money.

Well Father, I just couldn' t resist the temptation and so
on Oct. 8th I took the day off and went in to see the first game
of the v/orld series. I sure think that it was worth it. Such an
experience as it was. I know I won't forget it for a long time.
All the box and grand stand seats were reserved and sold out
through the mail so there was no chance there but there were



twelve thousand bleacher seats that were to sold the day of the
game. They were to befin selling these bleacher seats at eight thirty
in the morning and as soon as you had purchased your seat you
had to go right into the parit and wait until game time which was
one thirty. The day of the game was Tuesday and wasn*t exactly
sure whether I was going to be able to get a seat or not but I

thought it would be worth taking the chance .The reason I was in
doublt was because on Monday I saw in the paper they had begun to
line up for the bleacher seats since Sunday .

afternoon and by
Monday afternoon the crowd was estimated at seven thousand and
naturally there would be a rush early Tuesday morning, I caught a
five thirty train out of here and was at the ball park a few
minutes before seven which meant that I would have a wait of an
hour and a half before they opened the gates and then I wouldn’t
be sure that I was going to get in because there might be too
many ahead of me. From the crowd of people waiting in line it
really made me wonder but you should have seen how fast the line
was forming in back of me. It was quite a sight in itself just to
see the people waiting. Some of them had been there all night.
Some were sitting on boxes all wrapped up in blankets looking
so sleepy, others were playing cards, and others were playing
checkers. Everybody was restless and it was really amusing to
listen to the people as they tried to keep their minds from think-
ing of the fact that they had to wait. The wisecracks that weren’t
pulled and the cheering and yelling that broke forth every now
and then. Sometimes the people driving by in their cars would become
so Interested in the crowd that they would bump into the car
ahead of them and then how the crowd would boo and razz him.
They did anything they could think of to have a good laugh over.
They were having such a time keeping the crowd in control that
they were forced to open the gates at seven thirty in order to
get them off the street. Of course no one in the crowd objected.
Well, I was lucky enough to be one of the twelve thousand and I

was in my seat in the park by eight twenty.r But that wasn’t to be
the end of the waiting because now we had t^wait until the game
began which was to be five hours later. I had brought along one
of my text books which I read for awhile but soon got tired of that.
It did seem like a long while before ten thirty came but from
then on it didn’t take the time long to pass. At ten thirty the
comedians of Baseball who travel around with tne Iffashington club,
Nick Altrott and A1 Schact, appeared on the field and want through
all of their crazy stunts for us which kept the crowd simply
howling. I never saw such dumb panamlme before. They went through
all kinds of crazy stunts. They put on a boxing match, a tennis
match between Helen Wills and Bill Tilden in which they had a net
about two feet long and rackets about the size of a spoon and of
course an Imaginary ball, they also demonstrated tight rope
walking, bull about the best of all was the baseball game. They
laid out the bases and A1 stood behind the home plate in an
awkward postion as the umpire then Nick steps up to the plate
as the batter waiting for. the pitch. Suddenly he drops to the
ground of course trying to get out of the way of the ball but A1
calls it a strike with a very realistic argument resulting but
finally Nick gets ready to bat and again he ducks but A1 again
calls it a strike and they argue with A1 waving his arm around in
all directions and circles showing how the ball went but he ends
up by shooting his arm across the plate. Once more Nick gets ready
to bat and again he fall to the ground but this time he gets up
and starts to walk av/ay from the plate of course thinking that
it will be called a strike when A1 calls ball one where upon
Nick grabs up his had which he has thrown down and runs back to



the plate where he heartily congratulates the xjmplre and again

gets ready to bat. This time he hits the imaginary ball and then

runs down to first. Here he waits for a pitch and then starts to

run. Only instead of going to second he runs across to third. A1

Whistles at him much as a traffic cop and then goes down and gives

Nick a good bawling out but finally gives him a traffic ticket
and lets him go to third. Again they are ready to go on and soon

Nick starts for home and slides in head first. He gets up and

dusts himself off and then bows to the audience grinning very
comically starts off when A1 calls out your out where upon Nick
turns around very angrily and knock A1 out thus ending the act.

I pretty nearly laughed myself silly watching them and I wasn't

alone either. After they had entertained us in this way for about
two hours the teams came out to practice which of course roused

everyone and caused some excltment and talk. Finally the hour to

begin arrived and the game was begun. I was afraid that it was

going to be too much like any other game during the year except

for perhaps a little more enthusiasm from the crowd but I was

surely mistaken . Such a game as it was and just full of thrilling

moments. Both pitchers were pitching wonderfully and neither side

was able to score in the first six inning. Finally in the seventh

Jimmy Foxx of the Athletic, who is the youngest member of either

team, caught hold of a ball and gave it a ride for a home run.

The Athletic pitcher, Ehmke, is a slow ball pitcher and half the

time it seemed impossible for his pitches to even reach the plate

but they sure were effective because he was making the Cubs

swing at them without hitting the ball and they were striking out

nicely. In the ninth inning the Athletics scored two more runs.

However, in the last half of the ninth inning the Cubs managed to

get a walk and several hits to bring in a run and two men on

base which would have been enough to tie the score had they

crossed the plate but here with two out the Cubs put in a pinch
hitter and in a position like that Ehmke pitched three balls and
struch him out to win the game and he also“*established a new

world series strike out record of thirteen. 'The old record was

twelve which had stood for over ten years. Well I surely got my

thrill for one day. There was one thing I wished at the time and

that- v/as t'hat I wished I could have had the bc^s with me to see a

real exciting world series game and also to have seen all the

crazy stunts put on by the comedians of Baseb;i3.1. I sure got

a big kick several days later when the teams v/ent to Philadelphia

to listen to the radio announcer laughing and describing the

stunts as tne two fellow put them on before the crowd there in

Philadelphia.
Isee that I have taken up pretty nearly two whole sheets

telling you about the game. I would far rather tell you about it

but I guess you can get most of the ideas I want of the thrills

from this description of the game.
I will have to be thinking about Christmas pretty soon. I

wish I had sorie ideas from you all as -to what you want or need

so that I could be guided in my thought. There are plenty of

things that I want but as usual they are too expensive. Some of

them I know I shouldn't have but nevertheless that doesn't keep

me from wanting them. First of all I want a davenport bed made to

order which of course only costs ninety dollars. Next I want

a forty dollar portable radio. You see I am graduilly coming down
in price. Next I want a Swed leather jacket with a zipper front

which cost the small sura of twenty dollars. Then I want a Lee

Dreadnaught Driver tennis racket for seventeen dollars. And last

but not least^ I want to be able to see you all next summer .



»

Now if you will notice I have mentioned Just five things,
one for each of you to give me for Christmas and I want you to
understand I don't want to be disappointed. Lets see that comes
pretty nearly to two hundred dollars not including a trip to
Korea for me ^or a trip here for all of you. I guess that that
will put a big enough hole in your bank account to pretty
nearly put you all in the poor house. Pardon the little humor or
saddness which ever you want to call it. I guess if you didn't
know me you would think that I was crazy. Maybe you think so
anyway.

I am a little uncertain at present regarding my room. I may
be moving Anto a single room in tis house or may be moving to
another house but I guess I can't stay in this room much longer
unless I can find a roommate. At the beginning of the year I was
rooming with "Swede" but like a silly goose he went off and got
married last Saturday and is now living in Chicago and working in
an electric factory. He was out here the other day to see me and
also to get some of his things.

I received a fine letter from Gertrude the other day which
I am to forward on to Jim. She told all about the royal receptions
which they received and how grand it seemed to be back again. I

don't think it could be as grand for her to get back as it would
be to me if I were to get back.

Well it is getting late and I guess I have rambled on long
enough. Unless I get some sleep tonight I an not going to feel
much like getting up and studying toraarrow morning and as yet
this business of studying hasn't become any too easy for me.

Give my love to Won Si and my heartiest congratui.ations
to both the boys. Sam for being elected president of his class
and Howard for being good enough to fill a place on the baseball
squad.

Love to you all, as ever,

Your affectionate son.

Charles H. Moffett

vs

c.



221 East union St.
M heat on. 111.
Dec. 15, 1929 .

Dear Father;

-

V.ell I have practically definitely decided to spend the
Christmas vacation in Wooster with the Bemheipels. I think that
I ought to have a grand time since they hoping that the Pieters "boys

will likewise be there and if they are I cant see that there is any
reason why we shouldn't have a glorious time. I haven't been able
to get any v/ord or a letter out of Jim yet so I don't know v.hat his
plans are for the vacation but it sure would be nice if he should
go to V. ooster too. Just before I left him in September he thought
that he would probably be spending Christmas v/ith the Prossers.

I haven't been able to find anything that I want to send you
and mother for Christmas but the other day I picked up some things
for the boys which I think I will send on to them toraarrov; and then
send yours later. I hope v.hat I got for them will be satisfactory
but I know so little about what they re.ally want and I also know
very little of what they don't already have.

Last Friday afternoon I went in to see the doctor again. He had
told me that I b=^tter come back to him once more although he didn't
think that it would really be necessayy. :y foot hadn' t been bothering
me at all and as far I knew was healing up fine,*but Just the same
I figured that it would probably be best to see him again. He pulled
off the scab and examined it awhile and found that there were about
ten threds of the wart left which were just beginning to sprout
again. He said that if they had been left that in about three weeks
my foot would have begun to hurt again and I would have had my
troubles all over again so I guess that it was rather fortunate
that I went back to him again.

Last ’Wednesday night Foster and I had a very enjoyable evening.
We went in to the tennis club and played for a little over an hour
and then went out and had supper after which we wandered around for
awhile and then went back to the club as we had a court reserved for
us from seven to eight. V.e had purposedly planned it all out to be
playing when Lott should come at eight to give his instructions in

the hopes that he might notice us and possibily give us some personal
instruction. Well it worked and when he came he spoke to us a little
while after watching us play for a few minutes and then after his

hour of instruction was over he took us both out on the court alone
and proceeded to give us a pi?ivate lesson which was just what we
were working for. He said that if we would be there each week he

would be glad to help us and teach us for half an hour alone after

his regular hour with the others. I can't tell you how thrilled I

am over the prospects and how tidkled I am over the opportunity
of getting half an hour of private instruction a week from a

fellow who is ranked as the sixth best player in the world and

third in the United States. I know it will mean that I will
have to do without some other things that I may want to be able to

pay thirty five, dollars membership and a dollar a week for twenty
weeks for car fare in but I feel that it is going to be well worth
it and I feel even more certain about it being worth it when I

realize that Vincent Richards is charging ten dollars an hour in

New York for instruction. You see Richards is a professional and

Lott, although he doesn't have to do it, if he is goinfg to do it

can't charge for his services because he is an amateur. I'il admit

that it is mighty nice of him to offer to spend this time giving
free instruction and that is why I am planning to take advantage
of it and more so because he is going to give us even more of an

advantage by giving us the special time.

li^jrv

-h



I

You remember last time I wrote and told you that we had had

our six week3 exam in history and I told you that I thought that

I had donevery well in it. V/ell we got our exams back and what
did I get but an eighty for the six weeks. I am sure that there
is something wrong because I don*t see any reason why I sh .uld

get as low a grade as that. I am going in to see the professor
tomarrow afternoon.I felt sure that I was doing at least as weifel

in my class work as I had done during the first six weeks and then
I did better on my exam than I did the first six weeks and on my
outside work I have been getting ones all the time and yet the
first six weeks I got an eighty five for my grade. However, the thing
that makes me most certain that there is a mistake somewhere is the
fact that I get an eighty along with others whom I know are not doing
as good work as I am. One fellow has been getting twos and threes
on his outside work and doesn*t do as well in class and then on the
exam he got a five and I got a two and yet he gets an eighty. Another
fellow that got an eighty got a four on his exain and hasn* t been able
to get above a three on his outside work. I simply can’t understand
it but I am hoping that everything will be all right tomarrow after
I have seen him about it.

We have been having simply terrible weather for nearly a week
now. I believe it has been all of five days since we last saw the

sun. It hasn’t been really cold but just chilly and then, although
it hasn't rained, it has been damp and misty all the time so that
it has been miserable to go out into. It was rather lucky that I

bought me some rubbers the first day of it or I would probably have
a cold by now from wet feet but due to the fact that I have been
wearing them constantly since I got them I am free from a cold. I

sure I am having pi enty of use for them.
Only five more days of school or fourteen more classes and then

our vacation will begin. I am pla ining to spend Saturday and Monday
in real hard study which will be about all that I will need to put

in during the vacation to be in good shape for the rest of the semester
and then on Monday night I will leave for Wooster and get there'

Tuesday noon just before Christmas.
Well I am beginning to feel pretty hungary so I think that I

will say lots and lots of love to you all and run down town and get
me some supper.

Your loving son,


